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Join longtime resident and writer Jen Rose Smith for an unforgettable experience. With her unique

perspective and advice you can trust, Moon Vermont has everything you need to know to have a

more personal and memorable experience.Moon Vermont tells you what you need to know to plan

the perfect trip for you. Enjoy the beautiful historical sites of Montpelier or explore the local food

scene, from farm tours to tastings of beer, cheese, and maple syrup. Ski in fresh powder under blue

skies or coast along the highways to view the stunning fall foliage. Along with trip ideas like

&#147;Best Romantic Getawaysâ€• and a week-long road trip through the Green Mountains, Smith

includes tips on finding the best slopes, bed-and-breakfasts, and how to best enjoy what Vermont

resident Robert Frost called &#147;the road less travelledâ€•.With expertly crafted maps and

gorgeous photos, this full-color guidebook gives you the tools you need to have an immersive and

unique experience.Moon Vermont includes areas such as:Green MountainsNortheast

KingdomBurlington and the Champlain ValleyWhite River

JunctionQuecheeWoodstockKillingtonRutlandFind the Moon guide that best suits your trip!

Exploring the East Coast? Try Moon Hudson Valley & the Catskills, Moon Cape Cod, Martha&#39;s

Vineyard & Nantucket, and Moon Pennsylvania.
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Jen Rose Smith came to Vermont for the mountains and lake, then stayed for everything else. She

spends her time exploring the state on bicycles and backcountry skis with her husband, Daniel,

searching out the sweetest picnic spots, swimming holes, and snack bars.



This edition of MOON VERMONT, written by a different author (Jen Rose Smith) than previous

ones, has a different perspective on Vermont from what has been said before, and quite an

interesting one, too. It has everything you need to know about the Green Mountain State, with the

exception of each area's radio stations. There's plenty in here for both potential tourists and

potential relocates, making it perfect for anyone remotely interested in Vermont.

We're Vermont regulars, visiting family at least once every year or two. My husband got this book to

force us to look at the state in a new way (like reading the manual after you've been using the

product for a few months), and went with the most recent guidebook. Two days into the trip, the

book's already directed us to a few "new" spots (courtesy of the "Best of Vermont" suggested tour,

which we're not following exactly, but using for reference), and we've used it to keep tabs on places

we've been before. So far, really useful, probably enough info to mine for the next few years.

Excellent travel guide. Plan to use when planning trip for May of this year.

Very helpful and easy to read. I look forward to visiting some intriguing places!

Greatly formatted travel guide.

As a Vermonter with family coming to visit, I wanted to create a thoughtful visit. I picked up this

guide and was pleasantly surprised at how comprehensive, not overwhelming, and jovial it was. Not

only am I able to put together multiple day trips for my out of town visitors, but I am also able to

appreciate where I live even more!

As a Vermonter, I wanted to be able to explore my state with more insight and potential for

adventure. This guide was fun to read, easy to use, and helped me find some hidden gems! Highly

recommend, great as a gift, too.
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